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Improving
Employment Outcomes
While Reducing Costs

By Robert Cimera

When I worked as a job coach, I received the dreaded
“talk” from the agency director around the same time
each year. The discussion would always start the same
way—he’d walk in, sit down at the end of the conference
table, and say to me, “Bob, I really appreciate all your hard
work…” And then the fearful “but” would come in, “but we
also need you to increase your production.” “After all,”
my director would continue, “the costs of utilities have
increased, our health care costs went up, and you received
a 1.5% raise this year. As a result, we need you to generate
more income so we can provide the same high-quality
services to individuals with disabilities that we’ve always
provided.” Of course, this meant that we had to increase
the amount of billable hours that we generated.
When I started working as a job coach, I had to be in “billable
status” about 70% of the time. Each year, the expectations
crept upward—73%, 75%, to 77%. Meanwhile, Vocational
Rehabilitation (VR) and our other funding sources kept
cutting back the services we were able to bill for. During
one, “I-really-appreciate-all-the-hard work- you-do-but-talk,”
I did a few calculations and found that, if the current trend
continued, my fellow job coaches and I would have to be in
101% billable time within seven years! I raised my hand and
informed my director of this conclusion. Shortly thereafter he
suggested that I look elsewhere for employment.

Moving On
I enrolled in a doctoral program at the University of Illinois,
where I soon found myself interested in the cost-effectiveness of supported employment programs. My initial studies
investigated whether supported employment was a good
investment for taxpayers. Most of my research found that
it was. I began noticing that some supported employment
programs were very efficient. Their supported employees
not only obtained positions within the community, but they
also retained their positions longer than what was typical.
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Furthermore, some of these programs were able to get
people with disabilities working with relatively few services.
Gradually, my research focus began to explore how
agencies could reduce the costs of services that supported
employees receive while improving employment outcomes
attained at the same time. One of my studies centered on
the utilization of “natural supports.”

Natural Supports as a Key Strategy
Several years ago, I started working with a group of adult
service agencies that were participating in a grant-funded
project that was examining the effectiveness of “natural
support” strategies. Certainly, the definition of natural
supports has been hotly debated, but won’t belabor that
point in this article. Suffice it to say, the idea of this project
was to reduce job coach involvement on worksites by
developing alternative ways of providing support to workers
with disabilities. I’ll elaborate. Some supported employees
participating in the project were trained by their non-disabled
co-workers, rather than by job coaches. Other supported
employees had their work area or tasks rearranged so they
could better perform their jobs. Still others had non-disabled
co-workers as a kind of mentor. And some supported
employees had their work schedule rearranged so it
matched the local bus schedule.
You get the idea.
The point was,
rather than having
job coaches do
everything, service
providers tried to
develop new strategies so that the
supported employee
could receive
whatever alternate
job training was
needed in order to
be successful on the job. In addition, the supported employee,
employer, and funding source (e.g. DVR) all approved the
strategies implemented as part of the project.
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An interesting twist to the project was that the
adult service agencies were given a monetary
bonus if the job coaches were able to reduce
the amount of time they spent on the job site.
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Specifically, if the job coach was able to reduce
support by 50% or more, the agency was given
$500. If the job coach could eliminate his job
site services, the agency was given $1,500.
However, in order to receive the money, the
supported employee had to keep the job.
Moreover, job coaches could always go back
and provide direct services if needed.

Startling Outcome Results
For four years, I tracked the outcomes achieved
by 85 supported employees with cognitive
impairments who were provided natural supports
through this project. During this time, I was
also able to compare the costs of the services
these individuals received to individuals with the
same disabilities who received “traditional” job
coaching. What I discovered was startling. Prior
to the start of the natural supports project,
supported employees with cognitive disabilities
at the participating agencies received services
that cost an average of $4,304 per year. Then,
the natural supports initiative I’ve discussed
was initiated.
The next year, supported employees with
cognitive disabilities who participated in the
natural supports project received services that
cost an average of $3,382 per year. This represented a 21.4% reduction compared to costs
incurred prior to the project. Furthermore, over
the next few years, the average cost of services
to supported employees who were trained with
natural supports continued to decrease. By the
fourth year of the project, the average cost of
services was $1,824—or 57.6% lower than
costs incurred prior to the intervention!
However, what was more impressive was that
the supported employees who were trained
using natural supports retained their jobs much
longer than supported employees trained by
traditional job-coaching strategies. Specifically,

the “natural support supported employees” kept
their positions in the community an average of
18.12 months, compared to only 10.08 months
for “traditional supported employees.”
In other words, in addition to reducing costs by
more than half, the natural supports strategies
also seemed to increase the length of time
supported employees were employed within
their communities by nearly 80%! It was clearly
a “win-win-win” situation: Supported employees
were able to keep their positions longer, job
coaches were able to work with more job seekers
with disabilities, and taxpayers saved money.

Summary
Of course, natural supports aren’t a good fit
for every person with a disability. Job coaches
should still use the training strategies that
best suit the unique needs of the supported
employee and their place of employment.
However, as more and more funding is cut
from human-service programs, job coaches
must consider the costs of the services that
they provide to supported employees. They
must also find new and innovative ways to
not only reduce the costs of services, but also
improve the outcomes achieved by individuals
with disabilities. By developing such strategies,
everybody benefits.
For more information regarding this study, please contact me at
rcimera@kent.edu or consult: Cimera, R.E. (2007). Utilizing natural
supports to reduce the costs of supported employment. Research
and Practice for Persons with Severe Disabilities, 32(3), 1-6.
Robert E. Cimera, Ph.D., is an Associate Professor in the
Educational Foundations and Special Services Department
at Kent State University.
From APSE Connections, by Robert E. Cimera © December
2011. Used with permission from Impact Publications, Inc.
PO Box 322, Waupaca, WI 54981.
www.impact-publications.com. All rights reserved.

(Disclaimer)
The views expressed by authors in Between the Lines, the quarterly newsletter of the Colorado Developmental Disabilities Council, are not
necessarily those of the Council, its individual members or the staff. Letters to the Editor are encouraged, as are requests for correction of
factual information. Please direct such to the newsletter editor at marna.ares@state.co.us.
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The Council’s Legislative and Public Policy Committee
We track legislation that impacts the lives of people with disabilities and their families. We take official positions as
a committee of the Colorado Developmental Disabilities Council, give written and personal testimony, and develop
working relationships with legislators and policy makers so that they may understand the impact of their decisions on
the day-to-day lives of people with disabilities.
We utilize the legislative and public policy process to
positively affect systems change and improve opportunities
for full inclusion, employment and community involvement
for people with developmental disabilities. We value your
perspective and hope that you will consider joining our
Legislative and Public Policy Committee. We would like to
cordially invite you to attend meetings during and following
the Legislative Session.
The Legislative & Public Policy Committee is guided by the
Council’s Five-Year Plan, the emergent issues policy and
other relevant Council operating procedures, principles and
guidelines to make sure the members of the Committee are
clear on protocol and can propose any changes thought
necessary to the full Council.

Please attend the Committee meetings to add your
expertise, experience and perspective, and invite
others who may be interested in contributing as well.
Julie Farrar, Policy Analyst for the Council

The Fallacies of
the Continuum
by Marcia Tewell

The Department of Human Services is looking at the
effectiveness, efficiency, and future use of the regional
centers in Colorado. There are not plans for use yet, but
public input is being taken throughout the state in public
forums, with a plan to be made public in late March. Current
figures relative to cost indicate that the annual cost for the
302 persons being served at regional centers is $185,000
per person, while for those receiving HCBS (Home and
Community Based Services) community services it is
$125,000 per person. Ideas put forth in the discussion at
one of the forums included using the regional centers for

emergency purposes, as a center for expertise/training
in behavioral and medical supports, and for temporary
respite while community supports are put in place. There
was also discussion about a continuum of supports for
individuals in service. Other recommendations included
Person-Centered Planning (PCP) as a way to meet
individual needs as well as to create cost savings. A
Person-Centered Planning approach would preclude
congregating people, group home models, planning via
diagnosis or ‘population’ generalities, or the use of the
continuum model.
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This article will summarize content of the full article “Caught
in the Continuum” by Steve Taylor of Syracuse University’s
Center on Human Policy, in part to demonstrate why the
Person-Centered Planning process is recommended, as
opposed to using the continuum model. Person-centered
planning is essential to creating meaningful lives for the
individuals moving out of the regional center and to serving
better the individuals who are on the waiting list to enter the
regional centers. The article strongly values supports that
are provided on an individualized basis in real communities,
neighborhoods, schools, and homes.

students with disabilities, to a segregated center-based
program with placements made based on diagnosis, to a
resource room which separates some students from other
students for part of the day, to the least restrictive setting,
which is a general education classroom with supports
provided there. Again, the supports would follow the student
in the least restrictive setting rather than the student going
to where the services are provided.

The continuum model is used as the basis for providing a
wide range of services, including education, living circumstances, employment, and recreation. The continuum implies
that a person must start their experience in a more restrictive
setting and then move along the continuum as they earn their
way toward independent living or toward less restrictive
settings. In the example of living circumstances, the continuum
model would have a person living in an institution, the most
restrictive setting, on one end of the continuum and in their
own home on the other end of the continuum. In between are
temporary living settings in which the person must gain more
skills and earn their way toward independent living, such as
living in an eight-bed group home, then in an apartment with
three other people receiving services, and then living in a
host home as a more independent setting. The final least
restrictive setting would be living in a house/apartment of
one’s own, with roommates (or not) of one’s choosing, and
in a neighborhood of one’s choosing as well. In the final
setting the supports would follow the person rather than the
person following the supports.

Least Restrictive Environment (LRE)
Implies Justification for Restrictions

There are numerous unintended consequences when using
the continuum model, some of which are explored below.

A continuum model implies that there are legitimate restrictions for a certain group of people and that there will always
be restrictive settings. That is not the case in many states
that have no regional center in existence. By its nature, the
concept of least restrictive setting assumes that the more
restrictive setting is justified in some way by the characteristics of the person being served. In some states, those with
the most significant needs for behavioral support may live
in the most restrictive setting, just by design of the system
and not necessarily based on the needs of the individuals
being served.

Confusion between Segregated
and Integrated Settings and
Intensity of Supports
A least restrictive environment model confuses segregation
and community integration with intensity of services, where
there is no correlation. There is no developmentally meaningful
skill or experience currently offered in restrictive settings,
such as regional centers, which cannot be offered in an
inclusive environment in the community with creative planning
and reasonable accommodations. Services may or may
not be more intensive in any of these settings, based on

The continuum model can also be applied to educational
settings and a student earning their way out of the most
restrictive setting, a segregated residential school, then to
a school in the community that only provides services for
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individual needs. One should not be forced to choose
between being dumped into the community or having intensive habilitation at a regional center. If a Person-Centered
Plan is utilized appropriately, supports follow the person,
no matter what the setting.

the setting in which they choose to live, then there is not an
identity for a building or place which serves a ‘population’
of people labeled with a certain diagnosis. The community
becomes truly inclusive.
The following example of supports following a person with
the label of sex offender demonstrates the possibilities that
were realized through the creativity of the planning team
and the individual in meeting person-centered needs. The
person labeled as a sex offender would typically live on a
unit for that ‘population’ at a regional center. In this example,
the sex offender, who needed 24/7 supervision, worked at
a restaurant with a supervising staff posing unobtrusively
as a customer waiting to be seated while also reading the
paper. In the evening and overnights, supervising staff were
in the living room, while the person and his wife slept in their
bedroom. Windows to the apartment had bars so that the
person could not leave the apartment other than through the
living room. With this situation, the cost decreased relative
to a regional center placement, the person was able to
work and be a tax-paying citizen, and, most importantly,
the individual considered his life meaningful and worth
waking up for each day.

LRE Based on Readiness Model
Restrictive environments are based on a readiness model
or a “pre” model, which for some people means “never”.
Many lives have been spent “earning” the way to a smaller
group home from an institution, or to real work from a
‘pre-vocational’ setting. The idea that someone needs to
earn their way to a less restrictive setting implies rights
restrictions based on skill levels, which are often beyond
the control of the individual. Many people have retired from
work in a pre-vocational program after forty years of work.
For these individuals, “pre” truly meant “never”. If a person
cannot tie their shoes, they should not be relegated to a
sheltered workshop until their fine motor skills are honed
to tie their shoes. For creative person-centered planning,
shoes with Velcro could allow the individual to live more
independently and without having to earn their way to the
next setting.

There are many person-centered-planning tools and
processes in existence, some of which have been used in
regional centers previously. The Colorado Developmental
Disabilities Council looks forward to the changes taking
place as the regional centers change their role. The Council
also welcomes the prospect of communities becoming more
accommodating in offering their support for individuals who
would otherwise have been placed in a regional center or
who may be returning to the community after living at the
regional centers.

LRE Based on Moving Continuously
A continuum model implies that people must move as
they develop or change, which would not allow for a truly
person-centered plan to occur for those who need consistency prioritized over other needs.

Focus Becomes focused on Physical
Setting, Not Supports
The continuum directs attention to physical settings rather
than to the supports people need to be integrated into their
communities. Supports are not a place, but an array of
accommodations that should follow the individual, rather
than vice versa. If supports actually follow the person to

Taylor, S., (1988) Caught in the Continuum,
Journal of the Association for Persons
with Severe Handicaps 13 (1) 41-53.
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The Legal Center sues the
State of Colorado on behalf
of pre-trial detainees with
mental illness
A Weld County man was arrested on January 16, 2011.
At his February 17 hearing he was deemed incompetent
to stand trial and ordered by the court to receive mental
health treatment from the state hospital to allow him to
participate in his case. However, he remained confined
in the Weld County Jail for six months until the Colorado
Mental Health Institute made a bed available for him this
summer. This case is one of a growing number where
presumptively innocent men and women with serious
mental illnesses languish in Colorado jails for months
awaiting court-ordered mental health evaluations and
mental health treatment so that they can participate in
their criminal proceedings.
On August 31, The Legal Center filed a federal lawsuit
against the Colorado Department of Human Services and
the Colorado Mental Health Institute at Pueblo (CMHIP)
alleging that the excessive delays violate the United
States Constitution. In some cases, pretrial detainees
wait in jail for mental health evaluations and treatment
longer than they would have otherwise been confined
for their alleged offense. The lawsuit was supported
by signed affidavits from Arapahoe County Sheriff J.
Grayson Robinson and the Colorado State Public
Defender, Douglas K. Wilson.
In his affidavit, Sheriff Robinson stated that it costs the
county almost twice as much to house people with mental
illness as it does other detainees, and that they place
special demands on the staff to ensure their safety.
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cause undue suffering for some of the most disenfranchised people in Colorado,” said Eytan. Lock complains
that “The people we are trying to help are caught in a
procedural limbo; they need, and are constitutionally
entitled to, treatment. But instead of receiving mental
health care at CMHIP, they are unjustifiably confined in
jail for months on end.”

Robinson notes that his jail does not have the medical
professionals needed to evaluate, treat, and care for
these individuals properly. As jail staff cannot provide
psychiatric medications to detainees with mental illness
involuntarily, their psychological condition often deteriorates rapidly and with it their behavior. Robinson states:
“It is not uncommon for mentally ill detainees to commit
crimes or violate facility conduct rules because of their
inability to conform their behavior to the requirements
of a secure detention facility.”

“The jails are not equipped to hold pretrial detainees
who suffer from mental illness,” said Lynch. “They
cannot provide the treatment those detainees need,
and the excessive delays in evaluating mentally ill
detainees and admitting them into the state hospital
can cause persons with mental illness to deteriorate,
further lengthening the time it takes to restore them
to competency.”

The Legal Center’s legal team is led by Iris Eytan,
Jason Lynch, Caleb Durling, and Marcus Lock. Eytan
and Lynch are partners, and Durling is an associate at
the Denver litigation firm of Reilly Pozner LLP. Lock, a
former associate at Reilly Pozner, is now a partner at
the Gunnison law firm of Bratton Hill Wilderson & Lock
LLC. Legal Center attorneys working on the case are
Mark Ivandick and Randy Chapman.

The Legal Center’s suit asks the federal court to require
the State of Colorado to provide evaluation or treatment
to mentally-ill detainees within seven days of a court
order. We are very grateful for the support of some of the
nation’s most experienced lawyers on this case: Reilly
Pozner is a full-service litigation firm handling high profile
cases in more than 40 states. Bratton Hill Wilderson &
Lock is one of the leading law firms in Western Colorado
and handles transactional, litigation, and water matters
across the state. Both firms believe they have a responsibility to provide pro bono
legal services to those in
need and devote substantial resources to individual
and major broad-based
legal cases.

Eytan and Lock prosecuted contempt actions against
the state for the same problems in 2006, and ultimately
negotiated a comprehensive settlement agreement,
under which the State of Colorado was required to admit
detainees for competency evaluations and treatment to
restore to competency in under 30 days. However, the
“Zuniga” Agreement, as it was known, expired when the
state opened a new 200-bed
psychiatric facility in 2009,
which officials claimed would
fix the problem. It did not,
and since the expiration
of the Zuniga Agreement,
Eytan and Lock have
watched the time steadily
increase for detainees with
mental illness who languish
in jail awaiting admission to
CMHIP steadily increase.

The Legal Center believes
that the human suffering
and financial toll caused by
chronic delays in evaluating mentally ill criminal defendants and those found
incompetent to stand trial
are unconscionable
and unjustifiable.

“The state’s actions and
inactions are ongoing, pervasive, systemic violations
of the 14th Amendment and

❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
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Ali doesn't
doesn t live
here anymore
Thursday morning. Molly and I have taken our walk, circling
the campus twice, looking for squirrels. We see not one. It’s
a cold morning. “They’re in their nests, girl. Let’s go home.”

They sling sledgehammers skyward and smash the ceiling,
their faces covered in masks with elongated snouts and
buggy eye shields to shut out the insulation that falls more
than a foot deep onto the floor. Friends help. We fill bucket
after bucket with dusty, crumbled debris and haul them
to the dumpster in the front yard. Between February and
July, a semi-truck as out of place in the neighborhood as
the porta-potty in the front yard, will come and go six times
with an industrial-size dumpster on its flatbed trailer. Three
silver maples, a blue spruce, a handful of shrubs, a metal
carport, a rotting planter and the concrete sidewalk—all are
destroyed in the name of renovation. In their place go new
walls and flooring, upstairs and down, a new heating system,
wiring and plumbing, a new staircase to the basement, a
new roof, a different entrance, sidewalk and carport. The
place is slowly transformed.

Molly is napping now in the backseat of the Subaru, parked
in front of the coffee shop. I’ve returned to my writing haunt,
showing up on the page in a room filled with familiar smells,
not-too-loud music and not-too-loud chatter, alone in the
company of others. A raspberry scone drizzled in white
chocolate—a rare indulgence—waits on a plate alongside
a hot, foamy chai. Five men have gathered at a round table
on the patio, their red and black coffee cups resting on the
wrought iron. A large, mangy dog sleeps at the feet of the
middle-aged man with a high forehead and shoulder-length
hair. Collapsed, folded umbrellas hold memories of hot
summer days, the trees above completely naked, creating
long stick-figure shadows on the sun-drenched concrete.
I’ve tried writing these last months but can’t sit still long
enough to finish a sentence. May today be different.

During the night of June 3rd—the home nearly completed
and ready for paint—a copper thief armed with a pair of
wire cutters breaks into the back door. The electrician
arrives early that morning, hears a sound he doesn’t
recognize and follows it down the basement steps. Water
is spewing from the water-supply pipe for the toilet, not
yet installed. Water has been gushing through the night,
splashing the drywall, soaking the shower tile and the new
vanity, staining the solid fir door and flooding the entire
basement, destroying the baseboards that were trimmed
and nailed into place less than a week earlier. The electrician calls the contractor. My phone rings at 7:15.

Four months ago. I carry two cardboard boxes into Ali’s
bathroom, open the top drawer of her dresser and begin to
pack. Socks, pajamas, camisoles. In the far corner I uncover
a baby t-shirt with a yellow rubber ducky painted on the
front, a red ribbon tied in a bow around its neck. I’m in a
movie. The heartbeat quickens, the breath grows shallow.
I start to cry. What kind of mother moves her special needs
daughter into a home she and her husband do not occupy.
We close on the ranch across the street the day after
Thanksgiving, one year ago. Contractor and architect are
on board before Christmas, a remarkably competent team
who not only grasp the logistics and accommodations of
wheelchair living but embrace the significance of this
particular young woman leaving home, moving out, living
on her own. They recognize the
potential for a shot at an authentic
life, on her terms. They listen, give
us ideas, advocate, modify and fine
tune. By February, we have a plan.

“Rebecca, it’s John,” his voice serious, calm, deeper than usual.
“I’m sorry to have to tell you this but… we have a situation.”
Appliance and equipment cords, copper wires and tubing
have been severed at their base. Cables, ladders and extension
cords are gone. We surmise that
the thief noticed the water-supply
pipe in his search for the mechanical
room. He meant to snap the pipe
completely but instead cracked it. The
geyser sent him running. I imagine
him cussing, imagine him scrambling up the steps and out the back
door, kicking down the gate on his

On weekends Tony and our friend
Johnny demolish the main floor and
the basement, ripping out 60-year-old
lath plaster, tile and plumbing fixtures.
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minute or asking me to run an errand for her. My phone
beeps one afternoon in mid-August. It’s a text from Ali.
Can I come over? I need a hug and $20.
She knows I’m putty in her one good hand.
I look up from the laptop and out to the patio, roll a stiff neck
from side to side. The men at the round table have left. I sip my
cold chai and watch a young man in a motorized wheelchair drive
past the coffee shop. A cushion supports his head, a backpack
hangs behind the chair. He crosses the street at the corner, a
male attendant walking behind him. On their way to Cheesman
Park, I think, or maybe to the Greek place for lunch. Ali is on
campus at this moment. She’ll meet Sarah, her roommate, at
a pre-arranged spot after class, or they will have texted with a
new plan. I know neither the time nor the meeting place. I don’t
know if Ali leaves the classroom alone or with a friend, or if
someone helps her with the poncho. This hyper-vigilant mother
mind—trained and conditioned over more than two decades—
wonders if the need to know would exist if my daughter were a
walking, talking twenty-something college co-ed. I remind myself
to trust. This is about independence. Hers and mine.

Photo credit: Colorado Tourism Office

way to the street, to the car, to the recycle for cash, to the
meth lab.
“He’ll be lucky to get thirty dollars for that wire,” the cop
tells us, shaking his head. He takes notes. I call the insurance agent and take photos. Water mitigators show up at
noon, the adjuster two hours later. A detective calls. More
questions, more reporting. No one tells me the one thing I
want to hear: your daughter will be safe.

Sunday afternoon. I haven’t seen or heard from Ali
in three days. Before she moved out, I promised I
wouldn’t peak in the front window, grill her about
eating vegetables or show up without texting or
calling first. I need a fix. I send a text.

I’m standing in Ali’s bedroom, a few days after the
move. The iris bliss walls I painted in July are bare.

Can I come say hi for a minute?

“How about we bring over some of Katy’s photographs
for these walls,” I say. Her head jerks to the right. No.
Her fingers start typing.

No, showering and goin out tonight

“This is a new time in my life. I don’t want any art from
my old room.”

Movie

Good for you. Where you goin?

No more lessons required. Ali Cat has learned to fly.

She looks at me, a tinge of fear rising in her cheeks.
She’s standing up to the most powerful person in any
child’s life: her parent.

Hours later, restless in bed, I roll onto my side and feel the
immensity of her childhood in my entire being. Joy and
heartache woven around each other in thread strong as
rope, impenetrable to wire cutters and hacksaws, braided
with diligence, will power, support from others, selflessness and love, always the love—sometimes the only tree
left standing after stamina and determination have been
felled. To allow independence to a young woman whose
life knows so much dependence requires saying yes when
saying no would be so much easier: yes to a renovation
that has wiped out my savings, yes to the caring people
who continue to step forward, yes to believing that Independent Living for the Disabled is even possible, and

“No? Really?” I’m disappointed, a little surprised. “But
wouldn’t the photos make this feel more like home?”
She shakes her head. “Over time,” she types. “I’ll find
art over time.” I try again a few months later but she
doesn’t budge. “Leave it alone,” she tells me, tenaciously
holding her ground. The playing field has shifted. We’re
on her turf.
A few weeks pass. Not one request to spend the night
in her old room. No showing up for dinner at the last
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then letting go and allowing life to unfold—what she hangs
on her walls, what she eats, when she goes to bed, who
she spends time with—all of it, as she chooses.

and getting into bed. The television remote, iPhone and a book
are within reach. She shows me she can operate the roller
switch on the wall behind her when she’s ready for lights out.

In the car, 5 p.m. A call from Ali. She’s put the phone on
speaker so her hand is free to type.

I sit on the bed, slide my hand under the purple comforter
and rub her bottom in the slow, circular motion she has
known since the night I first held her, 24 years ago this
month, in the international terminal at O’Hare. The tightness in her body begins to relax. I adjust the pillow and
move her head to the middle, brushing the loose strands
of hair away from her face. Do the caretakers do these
things, I wonder? Do they matter to anyone but me?

“Sarah is sick and I don’t want to get it.”
“Come for dinner and hang at our house,” I suggest.
“I’d love that.”
“That’s what I was thinking.”

Kisses, a hug, one last snuggle at her neck and I say
goodbye. I step outside, lock the door, walk down the
sloping sidewalk and across the street to home. At the
front door I turn and look one last time in her direction.
The prayer flags hang quietly on this still night, the moon
hangs low in the November sky. I catch her scent on the
collar of my jacket and step inside, beaming.

We’re on the same page. How easy this is.
It’s old times again, she keeping me company while I cook,
her telling stories and sampling the food. Four of us share
crab cakes that evening, Ali in her old spot at the head of
the table, Molly sprawled next to her in front of the fireplace.
Around nine, Ali and I head back to her house. Dried leaves
collected in the street’s gutter crunch under the tires of the
wheelchair. I help with her bedtime routine—washing face,
brushing teeth, changing into pajamas, charging the equipment

November 29, 2011
Rebecca Lee is a writer, lives in Denver and blogs here
http://rebeccalou.com/?page_id=2
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Reflections on a Decade of
Disability Employment Policy
by SECRETARY HILDA SOLIS on DECEMBER 14, 2011

“Thanks to ODEP’s hard work, the conversation has
shifted away from whether people with disabilities can
work to what tools and supports are needed to assist
them in doing so,” said Secretary Solis during ODEP’s
10th anniversary celebration.
are ongoing today. These include the Job Accommodation
Network, Workforce Recruitment Program and grants to fund
training and demonstration projects to assist adults and youth
with disabilities.

Today, the U. S. Department of Labor’s Office of Disability
Employment Policy (ODEP) (http://www.dol.gov/odep/)
celebrated its 10th anniversary. In the decade since joining
the DOL family, ODEP has been challenging outdated stereotypes and attitudes that keep people with disabilities out of
the workplace, while aligning policy and practice to open the
doors to employment opportunities.

In 2008, due to the joint efforts of ODEP and the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, for the very first time our nation started
to collect statistical data about the employment rates of
people with disabilities through the Current Population
Survey (http://www.census.gov/cps/). The addition of this
data has allowed BLS to develop Special Disability Tabulation
similar to the information on the employment of women
and minorities.

At this juncture in ODEP’s history, it is important to reflect
on the agency’s achievements and influence in developing
disability employment-related policies and practices.
During the agency’s inaugural year, it instituted a number
of initiatives that served as the foundation for programs that
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attain disabilities while working for the Federal government
will be provided with the support they need to return to work
successfully. The Administration has also supported inclusion
and improved outcomes of students with disabilities and the
preparedness of teachers to meet diverse learners’ needs.
The “Year of Community Living” was also launched to improve
access to housing, community supports, and independent
living opportunities. These are only a few examples.
While policy development will always be the cornerstone to
systems change, a more tangible way we can assess our
success is by examining how the policies we are promoting
have had real impact on real people including:

More than 200 stakeholders, staff members, and government leaders filled
the department's Great Hall for the anniversary event.

Last year, we launched the “Add Us In” Initiative
(http://www.dol.gov/odep/Addusin/) to harness the
enormous growth rate in the minority owned small business
sector in order to improve employment opportunities for
Americans with disabilities. Many of these businesses have
shown a deep commitment to take care of their own, and
working together, we are showing them how.

► Increasing federal employment of people with disabilities—like Joy Welan, a person with cerebral palsy and
trial attorney at the Department of Justice’s Civil Rights
Division who works every day to advance America’s
promise of equal opportunity for all.
► Ensuring that federal contractors uphold their commitment
to a workplace inclusive of people with disabilities—like
Helen Chang, a person who is blind and a web developer
who designs custom systems to help various components
of our nation’s military run more efficiently from a technology perspective.

And just last week, DOL’s Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs proposed a new rule to strengthen
the affirmative action obligations of federal contractors and
subcontractors to improve job opportunities for people with
disabilities. The proposal would revise and update Section
503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, thereby giving millions
of Americans with disabilities a better and fairer shot at competing for jobs. It would also create greater clarity for businesses on what is expected of them, leveling the playing
field so that employers who play by the rules aren’t at a disadvantage against those who shirk their legal responsibilities.

► Providing flexible work arrangements, such as customized
employment, for people with disabilities—like Ricardo
Thornton, a person with an intellectual disability and a library
clerk who takes great pride in ensuring community residents
are satisfied with his branch’s service and collection.
► Ensuring that the nation’s civilian workplaces are welcoming to veterans with disabilities—like Matthew Staton,
a veteran with visible and non-visible disabilities and a
staff assistant to the Secretary of the Army, who helps
ensure that military families get the support they need
before, during and after deployment.

More than 200 stakeholders, staff members, and government leaders filled the department’s Great Hall for the
anniversary event.
Our proposed rule is historic; businesses with at least 50
employees and $50,000 or more in government contracts
would be required to set a hiring goal of 7 percent for workers
with disabilities. With Federal contractors and subcontractors
accounting for nearly a quarter of the nation’s workforce, this
proposed rule is a concrete step to ensuring that discouraged
workers in the disability community have access to additional
meaningful employment opportunities. I urge each of you to
read our proposal and to submit comments (http://www.dol.gov/
opa/media/press/ofccp/OFCCP20111614.htm) on how
we can make it better.

There is much to celebrate, but also much more to do. With
our recovery picking up steam (http://www.bls.gov/news.
release/empsit.nr0.htm), it is important to reiterate upon
ODEP’s 10th anniversary that when I speak of “good jobs
for everyone” that includes people with disabilities. We know
that there are many other folks out there like Mathew, Joy,
Helen and Ricardo who want to work, and have unique
insights, skills and talents that American employers need.
ODEP’s work over the past 10 years has laid a solid
foundation and I wholeheartedly believe that with ODEP’s
talented and dedicated staff leading our efforts into the future,
we can and will succeed.

In addition, ODEP’s reach and leadership has extended
beyond the Labor Department through the strong support of
its mission by this Administration. As a result of the President’s
Executive Order 13548, more federal job opportunities are
available to persons with disabilities, and more people who

(Link to the Secretary’s remarks: http://social.dol.gov/blog/reflections-on-adecade-of-disability-employment-policy/)
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Habitation Habits
What “…could redirect many people with serious illnesses away from the revolving door of the
criminal justice system…”: The Affordable Care Act (New England Journal of Medicine, June 2011)
Year in which the nation’s first congregate housing cooperative was founded: 1976
(http://www.seniorcoops.org/LTCs.pdf)

Year in which HUD revised its regulations to enable existing multifamily cooperative project
owners to obtain FHA insurance for the refinancing of existing indebtedness: 2011
(federalregister.gov, http://tinyurl.com/84mmcpb)

Country in which the oldest known modern cohousing community in the world completed
construction in 1973: Denmark (http://www.cohousing.ca/history.htm)
As of June 30, 2009, the number of people with developmental disabilities in Colorado who
rented or owned their own home: 823 (http://rtc.umn.edu/docs/risp2009.pdf)
The average number of blog posts in 24-hour period: 900,000 (thefuturebuzz.com, http://tinyurl.com/a4ye56)
Communities that require that all new single-family homes meet basic visitability criteria: Tucson,
Arizona and Bolingbrook, Illinois

Number of visitable units that have been built since these laws were enacted: 30,000
(housingpolicy.com, http://tinyurl.com/6rwc7z2)
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